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Finzy is a digital peer to peer lending platform with its corporate officeFinzy is a digital peer to peer lending platform with its corporate office
in Bengaluru, which connects verified borrowers looking for anin Bengaluru, which connects verified borrowers looking for an
affordable personal loan with investors looking to invest in a new riskaffordable personal loan with investors looking to invest in a new risk
optimised asset class through a proprietary credit assessmentoptimised asset class through a proprietary credit assessment
algorithm and granular diversification. On the platform lenders canalgorithm and granular diversification. On the platform lenders can
earn monthly returns higher than most other asset classes. It offersearn monthly returns higher than most other asset classes. It offers
personal loans starting at 10.99% and provides borrowers completepersonal loans starting at 10.99% and provides borrowers complete
flexibility of prepayments without any additional charges. The entireflexibility of prepayments without any additional charges. The entire
process is quick, easy and secure. Finzy want to give you the power toprocess is quick, easy and secure. Finzy want to give you the power to
live your dreams now. One of the first companies to apply for the NBFClive your dreams now. One of the first companies to apply for the NBFC
P2P license, Finzy promises its users a great experience. Finance withP2P license, Finzy promises its users a great experience. Finance with
Finzy is simple, easy and transparent.Finzy is simple, easy and transparent.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/finzy-9198For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/finzy-9198
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